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CRESCENT MOON HOOK

FORTRESS OF BONES

R [Card pool] Discard this card from your card
pool: Before you make a control check, that
check gets +1 for each attack in your card
pool.

First E: If this attack was played as a reversal,
turn it face down. If you did, choose 1 attack
in your opponent’s card pool. This card
becomes a copy of the chosen attack, gains
your character’s resource symbols for the
rest of this turn, and is added to the attack
stack.

While this card is in your staging area, at the
start of the End Phase, players who dealt
damage this turn may add the top card of
their deck to their momentum.

A LONG JOURNEY
This card cannot leave your staging area
due to your opponent’s effects.

ALLAHRA
R: After you add a character card to your
staging area, you may gain 2 vitality, or your
opponent loses 2 vitality (your choice). Only
playable during your turn.

BROTHERHOOD IN ARMS
R Commit: After a check is modified due to
your effect, it gets +2.

FROZEN PALACE

DISCUSSING THE FUTURE

While this card is in your staging area, at the
start of each Combat Phase, both players may
seal 1 of their opponent’s foundations.

R Commit: After your opponent draws any
number of cards during the Combat Phase,
draw 1 card.

HAOH RAIOU KEN

EVENING THE ODDS
After you play this card, your next attack this
turn gets -1 damage and +2 speed.

FINAL JUDGMENT
While this card is in your card pool, all of your
cards gain the
symbol.

E: If this attack deals damage, gain 1 vitality
for each resource symbol on your character
and if you are at maximum vitality, draw 2
cards.
R: After you play this card, cards cannot leave
or be played from discard piles by effects for
the rest of this turn. Only playable if cards
have not left or been played from your discard
pile due to one of your effects this turn.

HIZOKU PRINCE
This card cannot leave your staging area due
to effects.
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LEONA BLADE

OZOMU

E Commit: If your attack deals less than its
printed damage, cards cannot leave either
player’s card pool due to card effects until
the beginning of your next turn.

R [Card pool] Discard this card from your card
pool: After your opponent plays a response
ability, cancel its effects.

While this card is in your staging area, the
first Reversal attack each player plays during
a turn gets +2 damage.

LIKE WATCHING A NIGHTMARE

PARALYZING TOUCH

While this card is in your staging area, if
there are more than X face up non-Unique
foundations with exactly 1 copy in your
staging area, your hand size gets +1. X
equals your character’s printed hand size.

E: If this attack was played as a reversal,
your opponent destroys 1 of their foundations.

MAKING A KILLING

R: Once per turn, after you play a card whose
control matches the control of the card
immediately preceding it in your card pool,
add 1 attack with a printed control of 3 from
your discard pile to your hand. Only playable
during your turn.

INNER PEACE
If this asset leaves your staging area, discard
all cards attached to this asset.

K’
E Add 2 foundations from your staging area
to your hand: Add 1 combo attack with a
difficulty of 5 or less from your discard pile to
your hand. Your next combo attack this turn
gets -3 difficulty or -3 to its block modifier
(your choice). Only playable once per turn.

R Commit 1 other foundation: After you draw
1 or more cards due to another non-character
effect, draw 1 card. If this ability has been
played at least twice this turn, commit this
card.

PHIL BIRCH

REAPING

KING OF FIGHTERS XIII
ORDERS FROM HEIDERN
R Destroy this asset: After your opponent
plays an ability that would cause a card to
leave their card pool during your turn, cancel
its effects.

E Destroy this foundation: Choose 1 attack in
your opponent’s card pool. It may not leave
the card pool for the rest of this Combat
Phase. Playable while committed.

If this card is discarded due to your
opponent’s card effect, choose 2 cards in
your discard pile that do not share a name
with this card and add them to your hand.
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SYRITHE

After this foundation leaves your staging area
due to your opponent’s effect, search your
deck for 1 foundation that shares at least 2
resource symbols with your character and
add it to your staging area.

R: After you add a character card to your
staging area, turn 1 foundation in your
opponent’s staging area face down. That card
is considered a foundation with a blank text
box. Only playable during your turn.

R Discard 1 momentum: Before a card would
leave your staging area due to an opponent’s
effect, remove this card instead.

THE NINJAS OF LOVE AND JUSTICE

SOUTHERN CROSS HALL
While this card is in your staging area, before
each player’s Review Step, that player may
draw 1 card.

While this card is in your staging area,
whenever an attack is removed from a
player’s card pool due to their effect, that
player commits 1 of their foundations.
Whenever an attack leaves a player’s card
pool due to their effect, that player commits
1 of their foundations.

SPELLBOUND
YOU ARE NOT ALONE
After this card leaves your staging area due
to your opponent’s effect, add the top card
of your deck to your staging area face down.

SPINNING NECRO DRIVER
If this card leaves your card pool due to your
opponent’s card effect, add it to your hand.

R Commit: After your opponent plays an
ability that would cause a card to leave your
staging area, you may add 1 foundation from
your hand to your staging area ready.

